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Event processing is the fastest growing segment of enterprise middleware software over the last couple of years (according to analysts). The term event processing refers to software systems that are based on reaction to events, and employ a decoupled collection of components that react to events, and communicate through events. These components typically employ specific logic to filter, transform, or detect patterns in events as they occur. Recent years have seen the appearance of various commercial products and open source offerings that serve as generic event processing software platforms, they are mostly spin-off of research projects in academia and research institutes. The talk will discuss various categories of applications that benefit from event processing technology in various ways, positioning of event processing in the IT world with respect to other concepts. The talk will further discuss the seven basic building blocks which issue the main functions of an event processing applications, providing some examples. The various approaches taken in various products will be explained providing some glance to products that have used different programming styles. The talk will conclude with a discussion of trends for the future of event processing and open research challenges.
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